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appeal:
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Joseph W. Ligman, Esq. (Appellant's counsel- trial);

Michael R. Seward, Esq. (Appellant's counsel- trial and appeal);
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Esperanza Diaz Briscoe, Esq. (Appellee's counsel - trial and appeal); and

Honorable Victoria Platzer (lower court Judge).

Use of Emphasis,

All emphasis used herein is added by the undersigned unless otherwise

noted.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND OF THE FACTS

Southern

the Defendant/Appellee and the

subject property insured by the Defendant.

("Southern Oak") is

property.

The Parties

Maximiliana Albelo ("Albelo") is the Plaintiff/Appellant and owner of the

Oak Insurance Co.

insurer of Albelo's

Non-Par_, of Interest

Felix Albelo ("Felix") is the son of Albelo and he holds a duly executed

Durable Power of Attorney to act on behalf of Albelo and to sue in her name.

Felix is also the assignee of all of Albelo's rights and interest in the subject

lawsuit, pursuant to an Assignment of Benefits and/or Amended Assignment of

Benefits. Felix also has been named by Albelo as her legal guardian pursuant to a

Declaration of Preneed Guardian.

Nature of the Case

This case involves a first-party homeowner's insurance claim to recover

damages sustained in a house break-in, burglary/vandalism and break-out.



Underlying Facts and Procedure Below

1. On May 9, 2007, two men broke into, burgled/vandalized and then broke

out of Albele's house, causing extensive damage to her insured property) R-I 3 at

¶ 7. Albelo was not home at the time of the loss. Deposition of Maximiliana

Albelo at page 24; 13-17; page 25; 5-8 and pages 32-33. Albelo's deposition is

attached as Exhibit K to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. R-II

229-412.

2. Albelo gave timely notice of the loss to Southern Oak. R-I 3 at ¶ 8.

3. Southern Oak investigated the claim and thereaiter paid Albelo a mere

pittance in the amount of $1,690.32. R-I 3 at¶¶ 23-24; R-III 433 at ¶ 2.

4. Albelo submitted a Sworn Statement in Proof of Loss in the amount of

$57,760.66. R-III 430-501; Exhibit C.

5. Southern Oak refused to make any additional payments due and owing

under the Policy. R-I 6 at ¶ 26.

6. On June 22, 2009, Albelo filed a Complaint against Southern Oak for

breach of contract. R-I 2-23.

7. On September 8, 2010, hoping to obtain an emergency (fourth)

continuance, Southern Oak filed its Motion for Stay or Abatement Due to

Suggestion of Incompetency, Motion to Dismiss, Motion for Continuance and

Supplemental Motion and Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion for

Appointment of Guardian Ad Litem. R-IV 788-98. Albelo will hereafter refer to

this filing as Southern Oak's "Omnibus Motion."

8. On September 10, 2010, Albelo filed her Response to Southern Oak's

!

The burglars were subsequently apprehended, charged and convicted.
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Omnibus Motion, denying any suggestion of incompetency to pursue her action,

including statements from her son, Felix (who holds a power of attorney on her

behalf and who stated that he visits, chats and has breakfast with his mother daily)

and from a psychiatrist who prepared a report stating that although Albelo has

impaired memory, she nevertheless has the capacity to understand her rights in her

insurance litigation. R-V 952-63.

9. The lower court held an emergency hearing on September 10, 2010, the

day the parties were scheduled to commence trial (or were on stand-by status), and

thereat, over the objection of Albelo, the lower court entered an Order, granting

Southern Oak's emergency motion for continuance of trial. R-V 965. The Order

did not address any of the other issues raised in Southern Oak's Omnibus Motion.

10. Thereatler, on October 29, 2010, so as to assuage the alleged concerns

of Southern Oak as to its "suggestion" of incompetency, Albelo executed an

"Assignment of Benefits," transferring all of her rights in the policy and lawsuit to

Felix. 2 R-VI 1096.

11. Further, on November 4, 2010, Albelo filed - pursuant to Florida Rule

of Civil Procedure 1.260(c) -- a Motion for Substitution of Assignee as Plaintiff,

attaching the Assignment, along with copies of a Durable Power of Attorney and a

Declaration Naming Preneed Guardian (the latter two documents having been

executed by Albelo in favor of Felix on April 4, 2007, before the underlying claim

arose). R-VI 1094- I 100.

12. The parties continued to engage in discovery as to the underlying claim

2

The assignment is erroneously dated 2008, an undisputed clerical error

explained by affidavit to the lower court from the errant scrivener.
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up until August 31, 2011, at which time the lower court finally held a hearing on

Albelo's Motion to Substitute (i.e., Felix as Plaintiff in lieu of Albelo) as well as

the remaining issues (other than continuance) contained in Southern Oak's

September10,2010OmnibusMotion.

13. At the conclusion of the August 31, 2011 hearing, the lower court

entered an order denying Albelo's Motion to Substitute, based upon the lower

court's perception that the assignment was invalid because it was made in the

name of Albelo, as opposed to Felix, who held the Durable Power of Attorney. A

copy of the August 31, 2011 hearing transcript will be filed as Supplement I.

Specifically, the lower court opined: "She can't assign it; he [Felix] would have to

assign it as the durable power of attorney. If she's incompetent, she can't do

anything. But the person [Felix] that is acting in her stead can." Id. at page 22;

lines 17-21. The lower court further inexplicably ordered Albelo as follows: "The

plaintiff shall have 30 days to file for a petition for guardianship." R-VII 1237.

No basis or reasoning is provided for the latter erroneous ruling. Id. This is the

first of three Orders on appeal herein. Albelo challenges both the denial of her

Motion to Substitute as well as the order requiting her to file a petition for

guardianship.

14. On September 1, 2011, to appease the lower court's concern (as stated in

the above paragraph) that the assignment should have been made in the name of

Felix, rather than Albelo, Albelo executed an Assignment of Benefits of Insurance

Claim #2 (hereat_er referred to as "Amended Assignment of Benefits"), in the

name of Felix Albelo (pursuant to his Durable Power of Attorney), again

transferring all of Albelo's tights in the policy and lawsuit to Felix. R-VII 1207 or

08.

15. On September 9, 2011, Albelo filed a Motion for Rehearing on the
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Motion for Substitution of Assignee as Plaintiff, attaching her Amended

Assignment of Benefits. R-VII 1199-1214.

16. On September 30, 2011, the lower court held a hearing on Albelo's

Motion for Rehearing on the Motion for Substitution of Assignee as Plaintiff, after

which the lower court entered an order denying the motion. The lower court

failed to explain or articulate the basis of its decision to deny the motion. R-VII

1215; 1238. This is the second of three Orders on appeal herein. A copy of the

September 30, 2011 hearing transcript will be filed as Supplement II.

17. Albelo did not have the funds to invest in hiring an attorney to "file a

guardianship proceeding" and so on November 2, 2011, the lower court

erroneously granted Southern Oaks' Motion to Dismiss With Prejudice on the sole

basis that Albelo did not "file a guardianship proceeding." R-1236. This is the

third of three Orders on appeal herein.
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

I. Did the lower court err in failing to acknowledge and honor the Durable

Power of Attorney executed by Albelo in favor of Felix?

II. Did the lower court err in rejecting Albelo's Assignment of Benefits and

in denying Albelo's Motion to Substitute Assignee (Felix) as Plaintiff?.

III. Did the lower court err in rejecting Albelo's Amended Assignment of

Benefits and in denying Albelo's Renewed Motion to Substitute Assignee (Felix)

as Plaintiff?.

IV. Did the lower court err in rejecting Albelo's Declaration of Preneed

Guardian, refusing to appoint Felix as guardian, refusing to appoint any other

guardian, and ordering Albelo - against her wishes - to file a petition for

guardianship and dismissing the case with prejudice when she did not do so?

Standard of Review

Refusal to Acknowledge Durable Power of Attorney

The lower court erred as a matter of law in refusing to acknowledge

Albelo's Durable Power of Attorney, which empowered Felix to bring this lawsuit

in the name of Albelo. Review of this issue is de novo.

Orders Denying Motions to Substitute

The lower court erred as a matter of law when it failed to follow Florida

Rule of Civil Procedure 1.260(c) and refused (twice) to allow Felix to be

substituted as Plaintiff herein; therefore, review of these rulings is also de novo.

Castaneda v. Redlands Christian Migrant Assn., Inc., 884 So.2d 1087, 1093 (Fla.

4 th DCA 2004) ("Failure to follow the Rules constitutes an error of law, not an

abuse of discretion. While the application of the Rules to a particular fact pattern

may require the use of discretion, the interpretation of the Rules does not."). Even

if it were not for the error of law, the lower court abused any discretion it may

12



have had.

Order Requiring Albelo to File a Petition for Guardianship

The lower court also erred as a matter of law in ordering Albelo to file a

petition for guardianship. And again, to the extent that the lower court had any

discretion to do so, it abused such discretion, under the facts presented.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

I. Before the underlying claim arose, Albelo executed a Durable Power of

Attorney in the name of her son, Felix Albelo, empowering Felix to, inter alia,

bring any lawsuit in her name and to make any decisions pertinent thereto on her

behalf. The lower court erred in refusing to honor and acknowledge the DPA.

II. The lower court erred in rejecting Albelo's Assignment of Benefits from

Albelo to Felix and in denying the Motion to Substitute Assignee as Plaintiff.

This agreement was lawfully entered into between Albelo and Felix and Southern

Oak had no legal basis to object thereto and the lower court had no legal authority

or discretion to reject the assignment and deny the motion to substitute.

III. Further, the lower court erred in rejecting Albelo's Amended

Assignment of Benefits from Albelo to Felix and in denying the Renewed Motion

to Substitute Assignee as Plaintiff. Again, this agreement was lawfully entered

into between Albelo and Felix and Southern Oak had no legal basis to object

thereto and the lower court had no legal authority or discretion to reject the

amended assignment and deny the renewed motion to substitute.

IV. The lower court erred when it rejected all of the above-referenced

alternatives to allow this case to proceed and when it ordered Albelo against her

wishes and those of her duly appointed power of attorney and guardian ad litem to

file a guardianship to declare herself incompetent against her wishes. If the lower

court deemed a necessity for a guardian to act on Albelo's behalf, it should have

13



appointed Felix (or his brother, Anthony), pursuant to Albelo's Declaration of

Preneed Guardian, executed long before this lawsuit had been filed. The lower

court did not and could not have found either Felix or Anthony unqualified to

serveasguardian.Evenif it hadproperlyentertainedanevidentiaryhearingand

disqualified both Felix and Anthony as guardians (which it did not do), the lower

court should have either itself appointed a guardian or ordered Southern Oak to

incur the ordeal and expense of filing a guardianship proceeding. But under no

circumstance, did the lower court have the authority or discretion to demand that

Albelo - against her belief and wishes - must incur the ordeal and expense of

filing a petition for guardianship seeking to declare herself incompetent, although

she believes that she is not incompetent to maintain this lawsuit. This ruling is

clearly erroneous!
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ARGUMENT

Background as to Albelo's "Alleged" Incompetency

The issue of Albelo's "competency" to maintain this lawsuit first arose

when Southern Oak filed its Omnibus Motion on September7, 2010. Therein,

Southem Oak argued: "Following the deposition [of Albelo], Defendant believes

there is sufficient cause to believe that Plaintiff is mentally incompetent.

Specifically, Plaintiff's memory appears deficient .... " R-IV 791.

In response, Albelo advised the lower court as follows:

[N]ot only does Albelo believe that she is competent to sue Southern

Oak, so do her psychiatrist, her son (who holds a Power of Attorney),

and her lawyers. It is only the Defendant that suggests otherwise and

it does so for blatantly obvious ulterior motives [i.e., hoping to obtain

a continuance on the eve of trial].

Plaintiff also points out the futility of Southern Oak's purported

desire to appoint a guardian ad litem. The only basis (an improper

one at that) is that Plaintiff's memory at age 83 is such that her

recollection of events giving rise to this lawsuit is not entirely

reliable .... Nevertheless, the appointment of a guardian ad litem

would do nothing to resolve any issues pertaining to Albelo's

less-than-perfect memory. After all, an appointed guardian would not

be able to step into Albelo's shoes and magically testify on her
behalf.

Albelo's Response to Southern Oak's Renewed Fourth Motion for Continuance

and Appointment of Guardian Ad Litem. R-V 952-63 at 959-60.

At no time did Southern Oak exercise its right under Florida Rule of Civil

Procedure 1.360 to request a mental examination of Albelo by a qualified expert.

Nor did Southern Oak ever initiate any proceeding under the guardianship

statute, such as the filing of a Petition to Determine Incapacity, pursuant to Florida

Statute § 744.3201.

15



I. THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO

ACKNOWLEDGE AND HONOR THE DURABLE POWER OF
ATTORNEY EXECUTED BY ALBELO IN FAVOR OF FELIX

On April 4, 2007, before the underlying insurance claim arose,

then-78-year-old Maximiliana Albelo executed a Durable Power of Attorney

("DPA") in favor of her 52-year-old son, Felix Albelo. R-VI 1097-98. The DPA

granted to Felix "the authority to ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, and

receive all sums of money [and to] take all lawful ways and means in my name or

otherwise for the recovery thereof .... " R-VI 1097. Obviously, the underlying

lawsuit falls within the spectrum of the DPA; therefore, Felix was legally

empowered to bring this action in Albelo's name and to make decisions on her

behalf with respect to the litigation and Southern Oak had no legitimate basis to

interfere with the DPA or to challenge its validity. Nor did the lower court have

any authority or discretion to ignore and reject the DPA.

Further, a "durable" power of attorney is distinguished from an ordinary

power of attorney in that it survives any "suggestion" and in fact any actual

"finding" of disability, including "incompetency" of the principal. Here,

Southern Oak "suggested" that Albelo was incompetent to maintain this lawsuit

but there never was any "finding" as to her competency. But nevertheless, Florida

Statute § 709.2104 provides:

Durable power of attorney. - Except as otherwise provided under

this part, a power of attorney is durable if it contains the words: "This

durable power of attorney is not terminated by subsequent
incapacity of the principal except as provided in chapter 709,
Florida Statutes," or similar words that show the principal's intent
that the authority conferred is exercisable notwithstanding the
principal's subsequent incapacity.

In accordance with § 709.2104, Albelo's DPA states: "THIS DURABLE

18



POWER OF ATTORNEY SHALL NOT BE AFFECTED BY MY DISABILITY,

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED BY STATUTE." Indisputably, this language qualifies

under the "similar words" provision of § 709.2104 to render Albelo's power of

attorney"durable,"suchthat it survivesanyfindingof herincompetency(which,

of course, never even occurred herein).

Thus, as a matter of law, Felix has always been legally entitled to pursue

this action "in the name of' Albelo and Southern Oak had no legitimate basis to

contest this fact and the lower court had no authority or discretion to reject the

DPA. And indisputably, the "suggestion" of incompetency raised by Southern

Oak is meaningless due to the fact that the subject power of attorney is "durable"

and by its own terms, as well as Florida statutory law, it survives any subsequent

suggestion (or finding for that matter) of incapacity or incompetency and it

expressly and unequivocally allowed Felix to maintain this action in Albelo's

name, regardless of her competency.

Thus, the lower court clearly erred in failing to acknowledge and honor the

Durable Power of Attorney executed by Albelo in favor of Felix.

II. THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN REJECTING ALBELO'S

ASSIGNMENT OF BENEFITS AND IN DENYING ALBELO'S

MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE ASSIGNEE AS PLAINTIFF

After receiving a copy of Southern Oak's Omnibus Motion, in which

Southern Oak moved to appoint a guardian ad litem to represent Albelo, Albelo

and Felix decided to resolve any of Southern Oaks's "crocodile tear" concerns as

to the "competency" and judicial well-being of Albelo through the execution of an

"Assignment of Benefits," pursuant to which on October 29, 2010, Albelo

transferred all of her rights in the insurance policy and the lawsuit to Felix, as

follows:

17



I, Maximiliana Albelo, assign and transfer to Felix Albelo, all of my

rights, title, interest, claims, attorney fees, bad faith claim, and

benefits for policy number F1LIH1870040, issued by Southern Oak
Insurance Company, for property located at 7001 W 4th Court,

Hialeah,FL33014,andwhichpertains to the lawsuit Case Number
09-48826CA24 ....

R-VI 1096. This assignment was executed in accordance with Florida Rule of

Civil Procedure 1.260(c), which states:

Transfer of Interest. In case of any transfer of interest, the action
may be continued by or against the original party, unless the court
upon motion directs the person to whom the interest is transferred to
be substituted in the action or joined with the original party.

Thus, pursuant to Rule 1.260(c), Albelo "transferred her interest in the

action" to Felix. Indisputably, Southern Oak has no standing to contest this valid

transfer of interest. And in conjunction with the Assignment and in further

compliance with Rule 1.260(c), Albelo then filed, on November 4, 2010, a Motion

for Substitution of Assignee as Plaintiff. R-VI 1094-1100. 3 Pursuant thereto,

Albelo requested from the lower court "an order substituting Felix Albelo in this

action in place of Maximiliana Albelo as Plaintiff, or in the alternative for an order

joining Felix Albelo as a Plaintiff."

The parties continued the litigation under the status quo until August 31,

2011, at which time the lower court held a hearing on Albelo's Motion to

Substitute. Essentially, the lower court had no choice but to acknowledge the

3

Attached to the Motion to Substitute are the following: Assignment of

Benefits; Durable Power of Attorney; and Declaration Naming Preneed Guardian
(discussed hereafter in Argument IV).
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assignment and grant the motion to substitute:

The Rule [1.260(c)] is explicit. And once the trial judge concluded

the plaintiff had transferred [by way of assignment] his cause of

action to [the transferee] two alternatives were available to the court:

(I) to allowthe actionto be continuedin thenameof theplaintiff..
• .; or (2) to allow [the transferee] to be either substituted for or

joined with the original party-plaintiff

Schmidt v. Mueller, 335 So.2d 630, 631 (Fla. 2d DCA 1976). See Sun States

Utilities, Inc. v. Destin Water Users, Inc., 696 So.2d 944, 945 (Fla. 1stDCA 1997)

(reversible error not to grant motion to substitute following assignment); Collier v.

Canal Ins. Co., 511 So.2d 736, 738 (Fla. 1st DCA 1987) (same). Thus, plain and

simple: "the court has no discretion" to deviate from these two choices. Miami

Airlines, Inc. v. Webb, 114 So.2d 361,363 (Fla. 3d DCA 1959). See also Niemi

v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 862 So.2d 31, 34 (Fla. 2d DCA 2003)

("The trial court departed from the essential requirements of the law when it

denied this motion [to substitute].").

The lower court's refusal to allow Felix to be substituted or at least joined

as a party violates the letter and spirit of the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure:

"The aim of the rules [is] to allow liberal joinder of parties and claims and the

policy of equity [is] to grant complete relief and avoid a multiplicity of suits."

Miracle House Corp. v. Haige, 96 So.2d 417, 418 (Fla. 1957). Se.__eCarbonell v.

American International Pictures, Inc., 313 So.2d 417, 418 (Fla. 3d DCA 197).

Nevertheless,thelowercourtrejectedAlbelo'sAssignmentofBenefitsand

deniedher Motion to Substitute.R-VII 1234. Why did the lowercourtdeny

Albelo'sMotiontoSubstitute?Itdidsobasedupon apereeivedtechnicality.The

Assignmentbegins:"/,MaximilianaAlbelo,assignand transfertoFelixAlbelo

allof my rights,title,interest,claims .... " The lower courtreasoned

(erroneously)thatasworded,theassignmentwas invalid:

19



She can'tassignit;he [Felix]would have toassignitasthedurable

power ofattorney.Ifshe'sincompetent,shecan'tdo anything.But

the person [Felix] that is acting in her stead can.

August31,2011HearingTranscript;Supp.I at22.

The lower court's rationale begs the question, given that the assignment was

signed and executed by both Albelo and Felix ("the person that is acting in her

stead"). Indeed, Felix expressly in writing signed the assignment in his capacity

as "power of attorney of Maximiliana Albelo" and he further attached a copy of

the Durable Power of Attorney. So the lower court's denial of the Motion to

Substitute makes no sense and contradicts the lower court's own reasoning.

Further, there never was any finding that Albelo was incompetent to make the

assignment. Regardless, the lower court had no authority or discretion to reject

the assignment and deny the Motion to Substitute.

And to add insult to injury, the lower court then ordered that "[Plaintiff]

shall have 30 days to file for a petition for guardianship." R-VII 1234. This

erroneous ruling will be addressed in Argument IV.
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III. THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN REJECTING

ALBELO'S AMENDED ASSIGNMENT OF BENEFITS AND IN
DENYING ALBELO'S RENEWED MOTION TO SUBSTITUTE

ASSIGNEE AS PLAINTIFF

Albelo firmly believes that the initial assignment, signed by both Albelo

(the principal) and Felix (acting in his capacity as "power of attorney" for Albelo)

was valid and sufficient to require the lower court to grant the accompanying

Motion to Substitute. However, the trial judge made it clear that she believed the

assignment to be invalid simply because it began with the words: "I, Maximiliana

Albelo .... ," rather than: "I, Felix Albelo .... " Again, the lower court's

reasoning for denying the Motion to Substitute was simply:

She can't assign it; he IFelix] would have to assign it as the durable

power of attorney. If she's incompetent, 4 she can't do anything. But

the person [Felix] that is acting in her stead can."

And so the very next day, on September 1,2011 - in response to the lower

court's concern (as set forth above) as to the validity of the original assignment -

Albelo executed an Amended Assignment of Benefits, pursuant to which Felix

("the person that i_sacting in her stead") substituted his name (in his capacity of

power of attorney) for that of his mother, Albelo. R-VII 1207 or 1208. Thus, the

Amended Assignment begins: "I, Felix Albelo, with durable power of attorney of

Maximiliana Albelo, assign and transfer to Felix Albelo all of my rights, title,

4

Albelo adamantly disputes any notion or "suggestion" that she is not
competent to maintain this lawsuit and there certainly never was any determination
as to her "competency" to do so. But Albelo is obviously quite willing to step
aside and allow Felix to pursue this lawsuit on her behalf and/or as assignee.
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interest, claims .... " The only difference between the two Assignments is the

initial identity of the person making the assignment (i.e., Felix Albelo instead of

Maximiliana Albelo). And so now the lower court's perceived (albeit erroneous)

concern over the technical wording of the assignmenthad been eliminated. As

stated above, the lower court rejected (albeit erroneously) the original assignment

simply based upon the misperception: "She can't assign it; he [Felix] would have

to assign it as the durable power of attorney. If she's incompetent, she can't do

anything. But the person [Felix] that is acting in her stead can." And so now

Felix (in his capacity as DPA) did make the assignment.

On September 9, 2011, Albelo served her Motion for Rehearing on the

Motion for Substitution of Assignee as Plaintiff, attaching thereto, a copy of the

Amended Assignment. R-VII 1199-1214. In support of the motion, Albelo

further advised the lower court as follows:

1. On August 31,2011 the Court Ordered the Plaintiff to appoint a
guardian for Maximiliana Albelo. (See attached Order).

2. Plaintiff's counsel contacted Jerry Green, Esq., an attorney that

practices in guardianship law.

3. Mr. Green advised Plaintiff's counsel that it would cost a

minimum of $5,000.00 to begin the guardianship proceeding and that

the purpose of a durable power of attorney is to avoid this process.

4. Mr. Green was made aware that there was a durable power of

attorney and there are no facts which void the durable power of

attorney; [and he advised] that the probate court is likely to defer to

the power of attorney because it has never been declared invalid.

5. Mr. Green, who is more knowledgeable in the practice of
guardianship law, will testify on the Plaintiff's behalf that there

should not be a Guardian appointed and that Florida Statute 709.08 is

controlling.
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6. The case, Smith v. Lynch, 821 So.2d 1197 (Fla. 4 th DCA 2002)

holds that a durable power of attorney survives incompetency.

Further the trial court found that "the expense and intrusion of a

formal Guardian into the family was not indicated by the

circumstances." Id. at 1199. The same notion should apply in the

case at hand.

7. The Court Order requires the Plaintiff to file a Petition for

Guardianship; however, the Plaintiff [or here, the Defendant] must

first file a motion to determine the Plaintiff's competency with the

probate court before a guardian can be appointed. It is an involved

process that Mr. Green will be able to explain to the Court and that
the Court should balance the circumstances.

8. The Court determined that the wording in the Assignment of

Benefits was improperly worded; therefore, the Assignment of

Benefits has been reworded to [address] the Court's concerns. Se___ee

attached Assignment of Benefits of Insurance Claim #2 [Amended

Assignment].

R-VII 1199-1200.

On September 30, 2011, the lower court held a hearing on Albelo's

Renewed Motion for Substitution of Assignee as Plaintiff. Yet once again, the

lower court inexplicably rejected Albelo's valid assignment of her claim to Felix

and the lower court also denied Albelo's Renewed Motion to Substitute. R-VII

1238. This ruling is clearly erroneous as a matter of law. There simply was no

legal basis upon which the lower court could reject the Amended Assignment

and/or deny the Renewed Motion to Substitute.

And once again, the lower court ordered Albelo to "file a guardianship

proceeding." This too was error, as will be discussed below.

IV. THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN REJECTING ALBELO'S

DECLARATION OF PRENEED GUARDIAN, REFUSING TO APPOINT
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FELIX AS GUARDIAN, REFUSING TO APPOINT ANTHONY AS

GUARDIAN, REFUSING TO APPOINT ANY OTHER GUARDIAN, AND

ORDERING ALBELO - AGAINST HER WISHES - TO FILE A

GUARDIANSHIP PROCEEDING AND DISMISSING THE CASE WITH

PREJUDICE WHEN SHE DID NOT DO SO

Preface

Albelo maintains that the lower court wrongfully rejected and disavowed

the Durable Power of Attorney that she had executed years earlier, allowing Felix

to maintain this lawsuit on her behalf, regardless of her competency. (Error #1).

Further, Albelo maintains that the lower court erred (Error #2) when it rejected

her Assignment of Benefits and also (Error #3) when it rejected her Amended

Assignment of Benefits and refused to grant either of her Motions to Substitute.

If the lower court had properly acknowledged the Durable Power of

Attorney or the Assignment or the Amended Assignment, then there never would

have been any issue as to the appointment of a guardian ad litem. But the lower

court did - inexplicably- err in refusing to acknowledge the DPA, the Assignment

and the Amended Assignment and following such errors the guardianship issue

reared its ugly head. And here too, the lower court failed to follow the law (Error

# 4) when it ordered Albelo - at the request of Southern Oak - to "file a

guardianship proceeding" against herself. The lower court had no authority to do

SO.

Rule 1.210(b) and Southern Oak's "Su_,eestion" of Incompetency

In support of its unfounded and improper request that the lower court order

Albelo to "appoint a guardian" on behalf of Albelo, Southern Oak relied solely

upon Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.210(b):

Minors or Incompetent Persons. When a minor or incompetent

person has a representative, such as a guardian or other like fiduciary,

the representative may sue or defend on behalf of the minor or
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incompetent person? A minor or incompetent person who does not

have a duly appointed representative may sue by next friend or by a
guardian ad litem. The court shall appoint a guardian ad litem for an

incompetent person not otherwise represented in an action or shall

make such other order as it deems proper for the protection of the

incompetent person.

First off, even assuming Albelo had ever been deemed incompetent, which

she had not been, she had a legally-qualified (pursuantto the DPA), competent

representative (i.e., Felix) to sue on her behalf. Nevertheless, relying upon Rule

1.210(b) and Southern Oak's misguided arguments pertaining thereto, the lower

court inexplicably ordered Albelo to "file a guardianship proceeding." This ruling

is erroneous for several reasons, five of which will be discussed herein.

1. Albelo Was Never Found To Be Incompetent

Initially, it must be noted that Rule 1.210(b) - upon which both Southern

Oak and the lower court relied - applies to "minors" and "incompetents" and that

Albelo was not a minor, nor was she ever adjudicated to be "incompetent."

Indeed, there was no credible evidence in the record to suggest that she was

incompetent to maintain this lawsuit, despite her acknowledged memory

impairment (not much different than that of the average mid-range octogenarian)

and she adamantly denied that she was incompetent to do so. Indeed, the record

evidence supports Albelo's contention that she is competent to maintain this

5

Southern Oak conveniently omitted this sentence from its recitation of

F.R.C.P. 1.210. R-IV 789. It did so simply because it was aware of the fact that

Albelo did have a representative (i.e., Felix) lawfully empowered to sue on her
behalf.
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lawsuit, though she readily agreed and asked the lower court to allow Felix to

pursue the lawsuit on her behalf (though the lower court inexplicably refused to

allow Felix to do so).

With all due respect, the rulings of the lower court are mind-boggling[

How can it be that a defendant may simply "suggest" that the plaintiff is

incompetent (based solely upon a deposition of an 81-year-old plaintiff in which

she simply acknowledges that her memory is faulty) and the lower court then

orders that a guardian ad litem be appointed to replace the plaintiff, without even

holding an evidentiary proceeding? Where do we draw the line? Age 90? 81?

757 68? 54?

As of this date, we don't know all the facts in the Trayvon Martin / George

Zimmerman ease; though many of us have very strong opinions (based upon

unconfirmed conflicting reports put forth by the media) as to what should be the

outcome. Thankfully, our judicial system requires that we follow the proper

procedure before we rush to judgment. Evidence must be presented and reviewed

by the fact finder. That has not happened here - there has been no factual finding

as to Albelo's competency to maintain this lawsuit. And yet the lower court

presumed her to be incompetent ("if she's incompetent, she can't do anything")

simply because Southern Oak (for its own personal reasons) alleged her to be

incompetent. This is not justice; rather, it is an improper "rush to judgment."

Based upon the record below, we do not know for a fact that Albelo is

mentally incompetent to maintain this lawsuit. The only issue raised below

dealing with competency concerns her memory. But that does not deem her

legally incompetent to maintain a lawsuit - especially, where as here, she was not

even present at the time of the burglary and has no information to contribute as a

witness.
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And of course, it is impossible that an appointed guardian ad litem could

step into her shoes and refresh her memory or substitute hers or his for Albelo.

Moreover, if Southern Oak truly wished to have Albelo declared

incompetent, it should have requested (at its expense) a mental examination by a

psychiatrist or other qualified medical person pursuant to Florida Rule of Civil

Procedure 1.360 or it should have filed (at its expense) a Petition to Determine

Incapacity, pursuant to Florida Statute § 744.3201. But it did neither! Instead it

simply "suggested," through unsupported hearsay statements from its counsel in

its Omnibus Motion, that Southern Oak had its crocodile-tear concern as to

Albelo's competency and therefore the court should "appoint a guardian ad litem"

pursuantto Rule 1.210(b)to look aRer Albelo'sbest interestsin her lawsuit

againstSouthernOak.

And so thelowercourthad no legalbasisor discretiontoorderAlbeloto

incurtheordealand expenseofinitiatinga costlyjudicialproceedingtodeclare

herselfincompetenttomaintainthislawsuit.And theironyisthat- basedupon

the"suggestion"of SouthernOak - thelowercourtorderedAlbelo(attheriskof

dismissalof thislawsui0to petitionthecourtto filea proceedingwhich she

believed to be untrue. In other words, the lower court actually (albeit

inadvertently) ordered Albelo to file a false petition.

2. Felix Is A Lel_allv Competent Representative_ Guardian
And/Or Fiduciary To Sue On Albelo's Behalf

When it cited Rule 1.210(b) to the lower court in its Omnibus Motion,

Southern Oak omitted the first sentence of the Rule, which states: "When a minor

or incompetentperson has a representative, such as a guardian or other like

fiduciary, the representative may sue or defend on behalf of the minor or
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incompetent person." Here, it is undisputed that Albelo did have a representative

in the form of her son, Felix, acting pursuant to a Durable Power of Attorney,

which legally authorized him to "ask, demand, sue for, re,cover, collect, and

receive all sums of money.., and to take all lawful ways and means in my name

or otherwise for the recovery thereof .... "

And if there still was any question as to this issue, it should have been

resolved by the Assignment and/or Amended Assignment, along with Albelo's

Motion and/or Renewed Motion to Substitute Assignee as Plaintiff. The lower

court had no legal basis or discretion (or it abused such discretion) to deny

Albelo's motions to substitute and if the lower court had properly granted either

motion, there would be no need for the appointment era guardian ad litem.
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3. Long Before This Lawsuit Was Filed. Albelo Declared Felix To
Serve As

Her Guardian In The Event Of Her Incapacity Or Incompetency

Even if the lower court were to have exercised its discretion under Rule

1.210 tO "appointa guardian"(though such action was unwarranted), it should

have appointed Felix. Florida Statute § 744.3045(1) states: "A competent adult

may name a preneed guardian by making a written declaration that names such

guardian to serve in the event of the declarant's incapacity." On April 4, 2007

(before the subject insurance claim arose, before this lawsuit was filed and

three-and-one-half-years prior to the date on which Southern Oak first

requested the lower court to appoint a guardian ad litem on behalf of Albelo),

Albelo herself executed an instrument, entitled "Declaration Naming Preneed

Guardian," stating:

If I am at any time determined to be an incapacitated person as that

term is defined in the Florida Guardianship Law as it now exists, or

may hereat_er be amended, I declare that my son, Felix Antonio
Albelo, is to serve as PLENARY GUARDIAN to exercise all

delegable legal rights and powers and to perform all tasks necessary

to care for my person, property or estate. If my son, Felix Antonio

Albelo, does not so act, I declare that my grandson, Anthony Jesus
Abelo, is to serve as successor PLENARY GUARDIAN.

R-VI 1099.

This document was drat_ed in compliance with Florida Statute 744.3045,

which provides:

Preneed guardian. --

(1) A competent adult may name a preneed guardian by making a

written declaration that names such guardian to serve in the event of
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the declarant's incapacity.

(4) Production of the declaration in a proceeding for incapacity shall
constitute a rebuttable presumption that the preneed guardian is

entitled to serve as guardian. The court shall not be bound to appoint

the preneed guardian /.t"the preneed guardian is found to be
unqualified to serve as guardian.

As stated above, Albelo filed her Declaration Naming Preneed Guardian

with the lower court and there never was any evidence presented to the lower court

to rebut the presumption that Felix (or Anthony) was "entitled to serve as

guardian" of Albelo. Nor was there a finding by the lower court, as would be

required by statute, that Felix was "unqualified to serve as guardian." Thus, the

lower court had no legal basis or discretion to refuse to allow Felix (or Anthony)

to serve as guardian on behalf of Albelo.

Yet, for reasons which it never articulated, the lower court rejected and/or

ignored Albelo's unchallenged Declaration Naming Preneed Guardian. This too

was error, unquestionably!
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4. Even If It Had Found Both Felix And Anthony To Be Unqualified

To Serve As Guardian (Which It Did Not)_ The Lower Court Should
Itself Have Appointed A Guardian

The lowercourterredwhenit didnotappoint aguardian- even if it were to

be someone other than Felix or Anthony (the two people that Albelo had

specifically requested long ago - at a time when she was indisputably competent

-- to serve on her behalf in the event of a future finding of incompetency; which,

by the way, never occurred).

Rather, the lower court inexplicably ordered Albelo to incur the significant

time and cost involved in "fil[ing] a guardianship proceeding" so that -at the

request of Southern Oak - she could essentially ask the guardianship court to

deem herself incompetent, though she did not believe that she was incompetent.

And certainly there were "other" alternatives (i.e., all of the above) that would

have been proper for the protection of Albelo, even if she had been deemed

incompetent, which she had not!

As stated in Smith v. Lynch, 821 So.2d 1197, 1199 (Fla. 4 th DCA 2002):

"The obvious import behind all of these [guardianship] provisions is to require the

appointment of a guardian only when no other lesser intrusion on the privacy of

the ward will accomplish the purpose of protecting the ward's property." In

support of this statement, the Smith court relied upon Florida Statute § 744.1012:

Legislative intent. - The Legislature finds that adjudicating a person

totally incapacitated and in need of a guardian deprives such person

of all her or his civil and legal rights and that such deprivation may be

unnecessary. The Legislature further finds that it is desirable to

make available the least restrictive form of guardianship to assist
persons who are only partially incapable of caring for their needs ....

[T]he Legislature declares that it is the purpose of this act to . . .
establish a system that permits incapacitated persons to participate as

fully as possible in all decisions affecting them .... This act shall be
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liberally construed to accomplish this purpose.

Here, contrary to the mandate wisely articulated in Smith and the enactment

of the Florida Legislature, the lower court - at the mere "suggestion" of Southern

Oak - imposedthe most restrictiveactionpossible,under the circumstances,

ignoring all other non-restrictive and proper alternatives.

There is scant case law in Florida pertaining to Rule 1.210(b); however, the

one case that is factually similar squarely supports Albelo's position that the lower

court erred when it ordered Albelo to file "for a guardianship." In Paul v.

Go.nzalez., 960 So.2d 858 (Fla. 4thDCA 2007), after Paul filed an auto negligence

action against Gonzalez, it became apparent that Paul was incompetent to the

extent that he "did not have the capacity to understand the nature of the lawsuit."

Based upon this suggestion of incompetency, the trial court ordered Paul "to open

a guardianship." ARer Paul failed to open a guardianship in compliance with the

court's order, the court dismissed Paul's action, just as the lower court did herein.

On appeal, the Fourth District reversed, finding that the trial court failed to

adhere to Rule 1.210(b), which required the trial court to "appoint a guardian."

Specifically, the fourth District held:

The trial court itself should have either appointed a guardian ad

litem or entered 'such other order as it deems proper for the

protection" of the incompetent plaintiff. The policy of the rule is that

the court should insure that the interests of the incompetent party will

be protected until someone is qualified to succeed to his interests. In

this instance, the trial court did neither. Not only does Rule 1.210

authorize these actions, it plainly requires them. Id. at 862.

Here, the lower court should have allowed the case to proceed in Albelo's
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name, with Felix acting on her behalf, under the DPA, or it should have

recognized either of the two assignments and allowed Felix to be substituted as

Plaintiff. When it decided (wrongfully) to do neither, the lower court should have

appointed Felix or Anthony as guardian, pursuant to Albelo's Declaration of

Preneed Guardian. And if the lower court had found both Felix and Anthony to be

unqualified to serve as guardian, which it did not, then the lower court itself

should have appointed a guardian, as stated in Smith. And finally, if it chose not

to itsdfappoint a guardian, it should have required Southern Oak to undertake the

labor and incur the expense of initiating a guardianship proceeding. But under no

circumstance was it proper for the lower court to order Albelo to do so against her

wishes and those of Felix legally acting on her behalf under the DPA.

5..The Lower Court Had No Authori_, Or Discretion To Order

Albelo To File A False Petition Allegedly Declaring Herself
Incompetent_ Aside From All Of The Above-Referenced Errors_

The Lower Court Should Have Done So Itself Or Imposed The
Burden Of Doing So Upon Southern Oak

Southern Oak is the party that "suggested" that Albelo may be incompetent

to maintain this lawsuit on her own behalf. It did so only atter the lower court

denied its last-minute motion for continuance of trial. And so on the morning of

trial, desperately attempting to avoid a trial for which it was not prepared,

Southern Oak filed its emergency motion in which it proffered its "suggestion of

incompetency." Therein, for its own purposes, Southern Oak shed upon the lower

court its crocodile tears, asserting that it was truly concerned for the well-being of

Albelo and that the lower court should order Albelo to essentially file a false

petition to declare herself incompetent. Even if we look past the fact that the

Omnibus Motion was nothing more than a litigation figment - a ruse - by

Southern Oak to escape a trial for which it was not prepared, the fact remains that
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under no circumstance can Southern Oak legitimately request Albelo to declare

herself incompetent - given that she adamantly disputes that notion! Yet that is

exactly what Southern Oak did and inexplicably, the lower court agreed to

Southern Oak's improper demand.

Aside from all of the above facts and arguments that establish beyond

peradventurethatthe lowercourtshouldneverevenhave ever givencredenceto

any of Southern Oak's litigation figments, there is absolutely no authority to

support the lower court's ruling that one party may simply "suggest" that the

opposing party is incompetent and that thereafter, the lower court may order the

accused party to incur the ordeal and expense of filing a petition to declare herself

incompetent, although she does not believe that she is incompetent.

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Maximiliana Albelo respectfully requests this

Honorable Court to reverse the final judgment entered in favor of Defendant

Southern Oak Insurance Company and to remand this case to the lower court with

instructions to allow Felix to either be substituted as Plaintiff or appointed as

guardian and/or any other relief deemed just and appropriate.
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